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There are a number of small red and black ants that frequently gain access
to the house and cause no little annoyance to the careful housewife by their dep-
redations in the pantry and kitchen. Recent investigations have disclosed one or
two practices which almost without exception will give practically immediate re-
sults arid clear out even an unusually serious visitation of this pest.

Carbon Bisuiphide

Where it is possible to locate the ant colony from which the visitations
are coming outside the house, the most simple method of procedure is to obtain a
small amount of carbon bisulphide from your insecticide dealer and pour about 2
tablespoonfuls of this liquid directly into the entrance to the colony. The earth
should then be firmly pressed down over the entrance to hold the fumes inside.
This material is a liquid which on exposure to air transforms to a gas, but is
heavier than air and, therefore, permeates downward through the passages of the
colony and kills out all of the ants that are present. Carbon bisuiphide is an
inflammable material and caution in lighting fires should be observed in its use.
Do not open near a hot stove or indulge in smoking while using it.

Tartar Enetic

Where it is not possible to locate the colony outside of the house, the
most satisfactory treatment thus far found is the use of tartar emetic at the rate
of three grains of the tartar emetic to about 4 tablespoonfuls of cheap syrup. Mix
this material thoroughly and smear on bits of wood or china and place about on
shelves and the runways where the ants frequent. It is very easy to get this ma-
terial too strong, therefore it is advisable to have the druggist weigh up the ma-
terial in 3.-grain samples rather than larger amounts. Tartar emetic is a slow-

acting poison which will not kill the ants instantly, but permits them to collect
the material, carry it to their colony and feed their brood upon it and thus the
entire colony is killed out in a few days. This material is so slightly poisonous
as to not be dangerous to use in this amount about the shelves and food supplies.
For ants that prefer grease and meats to sweets: mix small quantities of tartar

emetic into grease or pieces of bacon rind.
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Sodium fluoride

Sodium fluoride is a crystalline-like powder which is a great repellent for

ants, Many people report excellent results following the dusting or shaking of

this material about shelves and places frequented by the ants. Place the material

in a salt shaker or similar receptacle and dust it here and there. This is like-.

wise good for cockroaches and other similar pests that occasionally annoy the house-

wife. Care should be exercised in the use of sodium fluoride as it is poisonous to

humans if taken internally.

The large black carpenter ant may be controlled by Paris green, one teaspoon-

ful mixed with one-half pound of hamburg steak. Cook the meat enough to brown it

slightly to prevent decay. Mix with the Paris green and place in tin boxes, with

tIght.-fitting cover, through which holes large enough for the ants are punched.

The can with the poison bait is then attached to or placed near the ant runways.

DDT Effective Against Some Species

DDT effectively controls some species of ants and is ineffective against

others, according to reports from various Experiment Station entomologists. We

have found a 5% DDT deodorized kerosene sway very effective in killing and dis-

couraging ants. The spray is applied by means of a household atomized sprayer to

the sink, drainboards, window sill, cupboard shelves and other places where the ants

occur. Care is exercised not to get any of the spray in food. A 10% DDT powder

applied to the ant nests and trails will usually cause their abandonment.


